
Do Now
On a piece of paper, fill in the following:

I feel _________________.
I want to feel _________________.



Poetry as Activism

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hi, everyone! Welcome to Poetry as Activism! Today we’re going to learn how to use our voices to create change. Please introduce yourselves in the chat!TWO MINUTES ALLOTTED



About the Facilitator

Summer Dawn 
she/her/hers

Teaching Artist, Young 
Audiences Arts for Learning
Founder/Director, In Full Color

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hi everyone! I am Summer Dawn, I am a theater teaching artist with Young Audiences of New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania. I’m also the founder and director of In Full Color, an organization that empowers women of color through education and the arts. This is the group through which I do most of my activism. IFC has received two commendations from the New Jersey State Assembly and the Jersey City Arts Council's Performing Arts Award. We’ve served over 200 artists from 13 states. 90% are BIPOC and 16% are LGBTQ. We’re best known for our annual show In Full Color, featuring monologues, poems, music, dance and film by a dozen women of color. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a picture from the opening of our annual show in 2018. Every year, In Full Color helps women from around the country share their stories in their own voices. We call that Authentic Representation. We have used our platform to not only empower women artists, but to also bring attention to issues affecting women of color and using our voices to affect change.Our opening in 2018 was completely silent. One by one, we had artists  come out and either take a knee or stand with a Black power fist. And then we stared aggressively at the audience. It was a powerful moment, that resonates even in this photo today. So you can imagine what it felt like being in that room, and you can imagine what we were able to do with words. 



Warm-up!
On a piece of paper, answer the following:

What is a poem?



What is activism?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We all experience life in a unique way. Our identities are complex and made of different factors that intersect to form who we are. Today we’re going to learn about activism and how we can use writing as an activist tool to combat bias, discrimination and issues like racism. What do you think activism means? Please answer in the chat. – ONE MINUTEWhat are some examples of activism? What can you do to be an activist?This is all very good. For me, activism is about elevating your voice, taking action and creating change to solve a social problem.



Art creates empathy.

Empathy creates change.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The ideas that have led a lot of my activism work can be summed up in two sentences – art creates empathy, and empathy creates change.When someone tells their story and gives you a window into their world, it’s so much easier to understand where they’re coming from. That’s why The Diary of Anne Frank is so powerful, or why Toni Morrison’s work is also incredibly notable. Because they gave the world a window into these women’s experiences.It’s hard to hate from up-close, and art brings you hella up-close.So, why creative writing or poetry? Why use poetry in your activism?



Only you can 
share your story.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First off, only you can share your story. You have a singular perspective, intersecting identities and unique experiences. If you are passionate about a cause, it’s very likely that it has a direct impact on you. Even if it doesn’t, it’s something that touches you in a certain way – perhaps for a less tangible reason.When you write poetry, you take your perspective, identities and experiences and you share them with the world. You give people a glimpse at what life is like in your skin.Sojourner Truth’s speech, “Ain’t I A Woman,” is a personal account of her struggles. The title is introduced in the following line:That man over there says that women need to be helped into carriages, and lifted over ditches, and to have the best place everywhere. Nobody ever helps me into carriages, or over mud-puddles, or gives me any best place! And ain't I a woman?This is her unique story, and to hear it in her words is powerful.



Poetry paints a 
more vivid picture.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Also, poetry paints a more vivid picture. By using metaphors (or artful comparisons) or imagery, you can help people who perhaps know nothing about the cause you’re fighting for to learn more about how people are being affected by it. With the power of specificity, the nitty gritty details are sometimes exactly what we need to hear to truly understand.The former poet laureate of our hometown, Jersey City, NJ, Rashad Wright has a poem called “cry x babies” which describes a poor family’s struggle: at seventeen, the pizzeria // throws out food at eleven, // I have a full meal in an alleyway. // every thursday the meal // lasts until SundayYou can picture this discarded pizza, probably not in a very clean place. This Black teenager digging through the garbage so his family can survive the next four days. That extremely personal detail kinda just gets you. But in painting these vivid pictures, poetry is generous enough to share its paintbrush with its readers. Because words are so malleable, and there is often so much left unsaid, we are left to fill in the rest of the canvas. In this poem, Rashad’s family has dinner from Thursday to Sunday – but on Monday through Wednesday, do they go hungry?



Words are immortal.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Last but not least, words live on. Words are immortal. A couple minutes ago, I just quoted a speech by Sojourner Truth that was delivered in 1851 at the Women’s Rights Convention in Akron, Ohio. That’s 169 years ago. And I’m certain I will not be the last person to quote the Truth.By putting our stories, struggles and passions into words, we ensure that our ideas and dreams endure. We create hope for the future, which can learn from our mistakes. We honor the past. And we make our mark on the present.Why should we use poetry and creative writing in our activism? Ultimately, I think the better question is why not? 



How to change 
the world with 

your words.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, let’s do it. We’re resolved. Next question is, how? 



Five Principles of Writing Activist Poetry:

1. Describe the problem
2. Share your experience
3. Engage your audience
4. Plant food for thought
5. Manifest a solution

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are the five principles of writing activist poetry.CLICK Number one: Describe the problem. Most of my poems address racism, the systematic oppression of a group of people because of their background, culture, origin or the color of their skin. With any activist poetry, the cause you’re fighting for has a problem or problems at its root. Which aspect of the problem you explore is totally up to you. Perhaps it is police brutality, subtly racist humor, combatting stereotypes, inequality in the beauty industry, a lack of representation in the media.CLICK Number two: Share your experience. This is where your story comes in. How are you affected by this problem? What details can you offer from your experience that will help people understand the gravity and importance of your work? This experience can also be second-hand, if it doesn’t affect you directly. Someone else’s story that touched you, will likely also touch others.CLICK Number three: Engage your audience. You can choose to directly address them, straight-up say, “Only you can end racism’s grip on your community,” or something. But even if you don’t, do create opportunities for your audience to connect. Ask yourself what universal emotions might link your audience to this cause? Maybe in your poem you can appeal to your audience’s experiences with feeling different or out of place, being treated unfairly, being excluded, feeling restricted, feeling trapped. All of these feelings can help one understand the critical need to end racism.CLICK Number four: Plant food for thought. Now you’ve painted a picture, or started to, and you can hand the brush over to your readers or listeners. Give them a question to ponder. Give them room to imagine. So let’s say in our antiracist poem, I might do some of that direct address and ask questions. “What would you do if the color of your skin? // Mattered more than what was within // If no one cared what you had to say? // And actively silenced you day after day?”CLICK And this brings us to Number Five: Manifest a solution. It is absolutely essential to optimistically envision a world without racism. Otherwise, we will never truly make the moves to end it. How can empathy, compassion and joy factor into manifesting a solution for racism? 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We don’t have that much time, but I just wanted to shout out some other poet activists you can check out – Halsey, the singer; Frederick Douglass; Juan Felipe Herrera; Shelleyann Chin; and Maya Angelou. If you have any personal favorites, please shout them out in the chat. All amazing poet activists.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And now we have a special treat, an activist poem by In Full Color’s Alicia Rivas!VIDEO: 3:13DISCUSSION – FIVE MINUTESWhat did Alicia do to effectively talk about how she experiences discrimination? What literary techniques did she use? What performance techniques? How does incorporating another language affect the work?What do you think are some ways we can end discrimination against Latinx folx and immigrants? 



Your turn!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now, it’s your turn to create your own activist poems!



Warm-Up || Rapid Fire Prompts

Take 45 seconds to free-write for each prompt

• If I could change one thing about the world, it would be  
______________
What is one example of bias or injustice in the world that makes you 
angry or that you are passionate about?

• People should know that ___________________
What is one thing more people should know about this cause?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’re going to do a rapid-fire exercise to warm up our writing brains and get ourselves thinking about one of the causes we’re passionate about. You’ll only have 45 seconds to write about each one. So everyone get your writing equipment ready. And GOCLICK THROUGH AND READ PROMPTS Amazing, guys! So now, you have a kind of roadmap to begin writing your activist poem. You’re going to turn your passion into poetry!



Warm-Up || Rapid Fire Prompts

Take 45 seconds to free-write for each prompt

• I know this is important because ______________
How does this affect you, if at all?

• But I know I can _______________
What is something you can do about it as an individual?

• And maybe someday, the world will ________________
What big impact outcome or solution to this problem do you envision?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’re going to do a rapid-fire exercise to warm up our writing brains and get ourselves thinking about one of the causes we’re passionate about. You’ll only have 45 seconds to write about each one. So everyone get your writing equipment ready. And GOCLICK THROUGH AND READ PROMPTS Amazing, guys! So now, you have a kind of roadmap to begin writing your activist poem. You’re going to turn your passion into poetry!



Turn your passion into poetry.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Amazing! So now, you have a kind of roadmap to begin writing your activist poem. You’re going to turn your passion into poetry! Take at least 25 minutes and craft a poem inspired by your rapid fire prompt answers. ORAmazing! So now, you have a kind of roadmap to begin writing your activist poem. You’re going to turn your passion into poetry! Your homework is to take your rapid fire prompt answers and craft a short poem that is 2 to 3 minutes long.Tomorrow, we will be learning more about Black literary devices we can incorporate into our work, see more activist poetry and share our finished poems.



Do Now
On a piece of paper, fill in the following:

I am _________________.
I want to be _________________.



Poetry as Activism

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hi, everyone! Welcome back to Poetry as Activism! TWO MINUTES ALLOTTED



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome back, everyone! Today we’re kicking things off with another powerful poem, “Ode to the Medusa in Me” by Stephanie Dinsae.VIDEO: 3:59DISCUSSION – FIVE MINUTESWhat did Stephanie do to effectively talk about how she experiences racism and discrimination?What literary techniques did she use? What performance techniques? What are some ways do you think we can end discrimination against Black women? 



BLACK LITERARY DEVICES

• Call and response
• Asymmetry
• Mimicry
• Audience as participant (modified)
• Shouting
• Repetition

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In both Glennifer and Stephanie’s works we see examples of literary and poetic devices rooted in Black storytelling. Which of these did you see alluded to or used?



Five Principles of Writing Activist Poetry:

1. Describe the problem
2. Share your experience
3. Engage your audience
4. Plant food for thought
5. Manifest a solution

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Remember other techniques we learned -- Here are the five principles of writing activist poetry again.  Which of these are included in the work you’ve created? What Black storytelling techniques have you incorporated? Using what you’ve learned today, look over the poem you’ve created and make any last-minute changes you need. I’ll give you five minutes.WRITING AND EDITING -- FIVE MINUTESChill Instrumental Beats: https://open.spotify.com/playlist/37i9dQZF1DWYoYGBbGKurt?si=o8F4MM4QQZGg82t6ldY0kwGIVE THREE MINUTE WARNINGGIVE ONE MINUTE WARNING



Speak out!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Great, now we’re going to share! As everyone performs, I want you all to think about the following -- what literary and performance techniques do they use? What does the work do successfully? What could be done better? STOP SHARE SCREEN18 MINUTES ALLOTTED



Connect with Us

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/infullcolorus

Instagram: @infullcolorus_

Web: http://www.infullcolor.org

Email: summer@infullcolor.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you so much for creating activist poetry with us. I am happy to be fighting alongside you for some wonderful causes.SHARE SCREENIf you enjoyed today, please connect with In Full Color! You can find us on social media and also sign up for our mailing list at our website. You’ll get updates on our next events, open calls for submission and other cool stuff. 

http://www.facebook.com/infullcolorus
http://www.infullcolor.org/
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